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LAWRENCE POLYTOPES 

MARGARET BAYER AND BERND STURMFELS 

1. Introduction. In 1980 Jim Lawrence suggested a construction A which 
assigns to a given rank r oriented matroid M on n points a rank n + r oriented 
matroid A(M) on In points such that the face lattice of A(M) is polytopal if 
and only if M is realizable. The A-construction generalized a technique used 
by Perles to construct a nonrational polytope [10]. It was used by Lawrence to 
prove that the class of polytopal lattices is strictly contained in the class of face 
lattices of oriented matroids (unpublished) and by Billera and Munson to show 
that the latter class is not closed under polarity. See [4] for a discussion of this 
construction and both of these applications. 

Here we are mainly interested in the geometric case, where A(A/) is realized 
by a suitable 2n x (n + r)-matrix A(B). The corresponding Lawrence polytopes 
are precisely the polytopes having centrally symmetric Gale diagrams. They are 
universal in the sense that every convex polytope is a quotient of a Lawrence 
polytope, and consequently the Steinitz problem of recognizing polytopal lattices 
reduces to the problem of recognizing face lattices of Lawrence polytopes. 

It has been observed in [7] that the Steinitz problem for Lawrence polytopes 
over an ordered field K is equivalent to solving arbitrary polynomial equations 
with integer coefficients. Under the hypothesis that the unsolved rational version 
of Hilbert's 17th problem (decidability of diophantine equations over Q) has a 
negative answer, this implies that there is no algorithm to decide whether a given 
polytope is rational, i.e., combinatorially equivalent to a polytope in Q^ [19]. 

This paper aims to provide a first systematic study of the geometric, combina
torial and topological properties of Lawrence polytopes. Indeed, it might seem 
surprising in view of the simple constructions to be discussed in Section 2 that 
Lawrence polytopes have (to the best of our knowledge) not yet been consid
ered in the polytope literature. One possible explanation is that combinatorial 
convexity has traditionally emphasized constructions which are natural on the 
polytope-level (e.g., stellar subdivisions, bistellar operations, prisms, pyramids, 
and Shemer sewing [10], [12]) while Lawrence's A-construction is natural only 
on the oriented matroid level: M and M' having isomorphic face lattices does 
not imply that A(M) and A(M') have isomorphic face lattices. 

In Sections 3 and 4 we study the combinatorial structure of Lawrence poly
topes. There we focus our attention on two important enumerative invariants, 
namely/-vectors and flag vectors. We prove that both the/-vector and the flag 
vector of A(M) depend only the underlying matroid M and not on the specific 
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oriented matroid M. In the generic case where M i s a uniform oriented matroid, 
we can express these invariants as functions depending only on n and r. This 
generalizes a famous result of Zaslavsky for hyperplane arrangements [24]. 

In Section 5 we discuss Lawrence polytopes from the viewpoint of geometric 
realizability. We give an easy proof for the fact that Steinitz' classical isotopy 
theorem for 3-polytopes [18] does not generalize to higher dimensions. Applying 
the analogous oriented matroid results of B. Jaggi, P. Mani-Levitska, and N. 
White [11], [22], we construct two combinatorially equivalent 19-dimensional 
Lawrence polytopes P and Q such that neither P and Q nor P and a mirror 
image of Q can be connected by a continuous path of polytopes of the same 
type. 

A more general solution to the isotopy problem has very recently been given 
by Mnëv [16]. His universality theorem for oriented matroids states that every 
semi-algebraic variety can be "encoded" into a suitable oriented matroid. In [16] 
the same theorem is given for convex polytopes without giving a complete proof. 
We remark that our Theorem 5.4 implies a very easy proof for the polytopal 
part of Mnëv's striking result. See [7, Chapter 6] for details. 

2. Basic geometric properties of Lawrence polytopes. In our terminology 
on convex polytopes we follow Griinbaum [10] and Klee & Kleinschmidt [12]. 
We refer to [23] for some basics of matroid theory and to [15], [20] for an 
introduction to Gale diagrams and their relationship to matroid duality. 

Definition 2.1. A polytope is called a Lawrence polytope if it has a centrally 
symmetric Gale diagram. 

If <P is a Lawrence polytope of dimension d with In vertices, then every Gale 
diagram is of the form A U —A, where A is a set of n (not necessarily distinct) 
vectors in R2"-^-1. 

Given integers r and n, we denote the set of real n x r -matrices of maximal 
rank by M(n x r, R). Given B £ M(n x r, R), we write pos(B) for the positive 
hull in W of the rows of B. If the polyhedral cone pos(B) is pointed, then it is 
combinatorially equivalent to the (r — l)-dimensional convex polytope Hr~l D 
pos(B) where Hr~l is a suitable affine hyperplane in Rr. Conversely, every 
(r — l)-polytope P C Hr~x can be written as P = Hr~lP\ pos(B) for some B, 
for example, a matrix whose rows are homogeneous coordinates for the vertices 
of P. 

Given any matrix B E M(n x r, R), we define the associated Lawrence matrix 

A ( B ) : = ( J * ) e M ( 2 * x ( n + r),R), 

where O denotes the n x r zero matrix, and I denotes the n x n unit matrix. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a d-polytope with set of 2n vertices V : = {xj",..., 
JC+, jtf,..., x~} C R^. Then the following are equivalent. 
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(a) (P is a Lawrence polytope. 
(b) Ji : — conv(^ \{JC+, xf}) is a face of T for ail i — 1 , . . . , n. 
(c) There exists B G M(n x r, R) such that after a suitable projective trans

formation, homogeneous coordinates for V are given by the rows of A(B), 
where r : = d + 1 — n^ 1. 

Proof By the above remark, (a) is equivalent to saying that every Gale 
diagram V = {a | , . . . , a j , af , . . . , a~} C R2"-^1 of T satisfies a~ = —a-" 
for / = 1 , . . . , n. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows directly from the basic 
properties of Gale diagrams [10, Theorem 5.4.1]: fi is a face of fP if and only 
if 0 G relint conv{a+,a~}. This is equivalent to a~ = —a/". 

Note that the distinguished faces % in (b) can either be facets (faces of 
dimension d — 1) or ridges (faces of dimension d — 2). In the first case the 
corresponding vectors a* and a~ are non-zero, while in the latter (degenerate) 
case a* = a~ = O, and T is a two-fold pyramid over the (d — 2)-polytope fi. 

(c) =» (b): Suppose <2 is given homogeneously as the positive hull in Rd+l 

of the 2n row vectors of the matrix A(B) = ( x j , . . . , x+, xj~, . . . , x~) r . Let e, 
denote the /th unit vector in Rrf+1,1 ^ / ^ w ̂  J. Then e, • xj = 0 if y ̂  /, and 
e/ • xf > 0 where a G {—, +}. This shows that fi is a face of IP. 

(b) =4> (c): Conversely, let 4P be given as the positive hull in RJ+1 of the rows 
of the matrix X = (x j , . . . , xj, x^~,..., x~) r , and assume that fi is a face of P̂ 
for all / = 1 , . . . , n. We can choose normal vectors v i , . . . , \n G R^+1 such that 
v/ • xj = 0 if 7 T̂  /, and v/ • xf > 0 where a G {—, +}. Furthermore, since x{ is 
a vertex of &, we can choose vo G R^+1 such that vo • xj = 0, vo • xj~ > 0, and 
vo-xj > 0, for j ^ 2 and a G {—, +}. The vectors V/ are linearly independent and 
hence n +1 ^ d +1. Consider the positive definite 2n x 2«-diagonal matrix D : = 
diag(vi - x j , . . . , \ n ' K i v i 'xii •-"> v«*x^)- Pic^ furthermore linearly independent 
vectors w i , . . . , Wd+i-n G RJ+1 such that W/-x~ = 0 for all / = 1 , . . . , d+\—nJ — 
1,...,«. The (d+ 1) x (d+ l)-matrix T: = (v i , . . . , v„, Wi, . . . , Wj+i_„) is easily 
seen to be nonsingular. Hence X »—» D_ 1 • X • T defines a nonsingular projective 
transformation admissible for T, and we have D_ 1 • X • T = A(B) for a suitable 
B G M ( « x r , R ) . 

Definition 2.2. A Lawrence d-polytope T with 2n vertices is a generic 
Lawrence polytope provided every Gale diagram of fP is of the form A U —A 
where A is a set of n vectors in linearly general position in R2"-'*-1. 

The case of generic Lawrence poly topes with In—d— 1 = 0 is special. In this 
case A U —A consists of 2n copies of the zero vector. (P is a d-simplex (d odd), 
and the faces fi are ridges. The matrix A(B) has linearly independent rows; the 
n x «-submatrix B is nonsingular, and thus the matroid associated with B is the 
rank n uniform matroid on n points. 

For 2n — d — 1 > 0 any vectors in general position in R2"-^-1 are necessarily 
distinct, and the following characterizations of generic Lawrence polytopes are 
obtained. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let ¥ be a d-dimensional Lawrence polytope with 2n > d + 1 
vertices. Then the following are equivalent. 

(a7) Œ* is a generic Lawrence polytope. 
(b7) Ji is a facet of <2 for i = 1 , . . . , n, and all other facets of T are (d—l)-

simplices. 
(c7) All r x r-subdeterminants of the n x r-matrix B in 2. 1 (c) are non-zero. In 

other words, the rank r matroid M(B) associated with the matrix B is uniform. 

Proof, (a7) & (b7): (a7) says that every Gale diagram of T is of the form 
A U —A C R2n~d~l where every (In — d — l)-element subset of A is a basis 
of R2"-^-1. The faces % being facets means that the sets {x+,x~} are mini
mal cofaces, or equivalently, that a~ = — a+ is non-zero in the Gale diagram 
A U - A . 

If we assume (a7), then every coface not containing any of the two-element 
cofaces {x*,xf} must have at least In — d elements. In fact, the minimal such 
cofaces are in two-to-one correspondence with the minimal dependencies in A. 
This implies (V). 

This argument is reversible: if every other facet of ¥ is a (d — l)-simplex, 
then every minimal cofacet not containing any {x+,x~} has precisely In — d 
elements. Hence there are no linear dependencies among any In — d — 1 vectors 
in A, which means that A is in general position in R2"-^-1. 

(a7) & (c7): We write A for the n x (In — d — l)-matrix whose rows are 
the vectors in A. The vector configuration A U —A being a Gale diagram, we 
can assume that the column space of the In x (In — d — l)-matrix (_£) is the 
orthogonal complement in R2n of the column space of A(B). This, however, 
implies that the column space of A is the orthogonal complement in Rn of the 
column space of B, and hence the Pliicker coordinates of these subspaces versus 
the standard basis of Rn are equal up to a non-zero scalar. (This well known 
fact from multilinear algebra is expressed combinatorially in matroid duality 
by the complementarity of the bases of the primal and dual matroid.) In other 
words: the r x r -subdeterminants of B are equal (up to a non-zero factor) to the 
(n — r) x (n — r)-subdeterminants of A. In particular, all these subdeterminants 
are non-zero if and only if the vector configuration A is in general position in 
T>n—r __ n2n—d—\ 

COROLLARY 2.3. Every convex (r — \)-polytope Q with n vertices is the quo
tient of an (n + r — 1)-dimensional Lawrence polytope ¥ with 2n vertices. If Q 
is simplicial, then T can be assumed to be generic. 

Proof. Let Q be an (r — l)-polytope with n vertices, and let A = {a i , . . . , 
Sin} C Rnr be a Gale diagram of Q. Then the set 

AU-A = { a i , . . . , a w , - a i , . . . , - a n } CR f l _ r 

is the Gale diagram of an (n + r — l)-dimensional Lawrence polytope <£ 
with vertex set {xj",... ,x+,xj~,... ,x~} C Rn+r_1. By construction, F: = 
conv{jcf,... , ^ } is a face of ¥ and Q, = T jF. 
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If Q, is simplicial, then its vertices can be assumed to be in general position. 
In that case A is a configuration of distinct vectors in general position, and the 
Lawrence poly tope T with Gale diagram A U —A is generic. 

3. On the combinatorics of Lawrence polytopes. In this section we use 
the cone representation pos(A(B)) to study the combinatorial structure of the 
Lawrence polytope <£ associated with a matrix B. The face lattice of P̂ will be 
related to the central hyperplane arrangement H defined by B. 

According to Zaslavsky's celebrated theorem [24], the /-vector of any hy
perplane arrangement depends only on the incidence relations among the hy-
perplanes (i.e., on the associated matroid). We will show that the same is true 
for the/-vector and flag vector of Lawrence polytopes. In this section we state 
our results, explain the crucial interplay between the matroid lattice L (H ), the 
face semilattice 9£(H), and the cover lattice 11 (H) of the arrangement H, 
and show how these lattices relate to the polar arrangement of the Lawrence 
polytope pos(A(B)). Complete proofs will be given in the more general setting 
of oriented matroids in Section 4. At the end of this section we give an explicit 
formula for the /-vector of a generic Lawrence polytope. 

Let B e M ( n x r , R ) and write b, for the /th row of B. For ease of exposition 
we assume that all vectors b/ are non-zero. Then b/ defines a hyperplane through 
the origin /// :={xGR r : b , - x = 0}. The set of these hypefplanes forms a central 
arrangement H in Rr. 

In the study of hyperplane arrangements various partially ordered sets have 
been useful. We define L (JH ) to be the lattice of subspaces of Rr obtained as 
intersections of hyperplanes, ordered by inclusion. We call L (JH ) the matroid 
lattice of the arrangement H, because it is anti-isomorphic to the geometric 
lattice of flats in the rank r matroid associated with B. 

The set Rr\U*=1 Ht is the disjoint union of open polyhedral cones, called the 
regions of H. A face of the arrangement is a face of the closure of a region of 
H. Faces can be identified by their location with respect to the open halfspaces 
//+ : = {x e W: hi x > 0}, Hf : - { x ç R r : b , - x < 0}, and their closures 77* 
and Ht , respectively. 

The set of all faces of H, ordered by inclusion, forms a ranked semilattice 
3C (JH ), called the face semilattice of H. The /-vector of H is the r-tuple 
(/o, / i , . . . , / -) , where / is the number of /-dimensional faces of H. Recall the 
following lovely and surprising result. 

THEOREM 3.1. (Zaslavsky [24]) The f-vector of H is a function of the matroid 
lattice L(H). 

Next we consider the central arrangement H\ of 2n hyperplanes in Rn+r that 
is defined by the Lawrence matrix A(B) G M (In x (/î + r), R). As in the previous 
section, the positive hull of the rows of A(B) is a cone over the Lawrence 
polytope. Its polar cone is the closed region of H\ given by {x G Rn+r : 
A(B) • x ^ 0}. We write ^C+(^4) for the face lattice of this specific region. 
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We wish to study the /-vector of the Lawrence polytope, or equivalently, the 
/-vector of the lattice 3C+(^4). Note that, a priori, Theorem 3.1 applies only to 
the face semilattice 3C C?4) of the entire arrangement and not to any individual 
region of H\. However, we will see that for arrangements of the special form 
H\, Zaslavsky's Theorem has an analogue for the distinguished region %J(Hs). 

To begin with we show how to obtain the lattice !K+(H\) directly from the 
"small" arrangement H. For any subset / Ç [n] : = {1,2, . . . , n} let H |/ be the 
central arrangement in Rr formed from the hyperplanes //,-,/ G /. (Note that the 
hyperplane arrangement !H\$ has a single region Rr; hence the corresponding 
matroid lattice L(H |g) and face semilattice %(H \$) each consist of the one 
element Rr). 

We form a poset on the disjoint union of the posets !K(H \i) as follows. 

Definition 3.1. The cover poset 11(H) of a hyperplane arrangement H is 
the set of pairs (F,/) where F G $i(H |/), together with the relation 

(F,/) < (G,/) if and only if / D / and F C G (as subsets of R ). 

THEOREM 3.2. Let H be the central hyperplane arrangement determined by 
the matrix B. Then there is an order-preserving isomorphism between its cover 
lattice 11(H) and the lattice ^C+(^4). Thus 11 (JH) is anti-isomorphic to the 
face lattice of the Lawrence polytope associated with B. 

This theorem is a special case of Theorem 4.2. For concreteness we spe
cify the anti-isomorphism between the cover lattice and the face lattice of the 
Lawrence polytope ¥ guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. We suppose that the vertices 
x\,X2,...,*n,*f>*2~> • • • ,x~ of <P are labelled as in Theorem 2.1. Then (F,/) G 
11 (JH ) corresponds to the face 

conv({;t,+ : i G / and F C 77"} U {x~ : i G / and F C 77^}) 

of the Lawrence polytope fP. 
The cover poset 11 (JH ) may be of independent interest in the study of hyper

plane arrangements. For example, Theorem 3.2 implies the non-trivial observa
tion that the cover lattice 11 (JH ) of any central hyperplane arrangement H is 
a polytopal lattice. Hence it is an Eulerian poset in the sense of Stanley [17]. 

The rank function ru of 11(H) is given by 

r€i((F,/)) = dim(F) + / i - | / | . 

Hence the number of rank k elements in 11(H) equals 

fk(1l) = #{(F,I):F G 3C(#|/) and dim(F) = |/| +£ - n} 

n 

i=n-k IQ[n] 
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By Zaslavsky's theorem, the /-vector of the arrangement H |/ is a func
tion of L{H\i). But this matroid lattice is a sublattice of L(9f), and there
fore the numbers fi^-niH |/) in the above expansion are determined by the 
matroid lattice L(J{). By Theorem 3.2 the/-vector of the Lawrence polytope 
associated with B is determined by the rank level numbers of Zl(^). This 
implies 

THEOREM 3.3. The f-vector of the Lawrence polytope associated with the 
matrix B is a function of the matroid lattice L {H ) of the hyperplane arrange
ment 9{ determined by B. 

One of the central unsolved problems in combinatorial convexity is to find 
a characterization for/-vectors of nonsimplicial polytopes. (Note that all non-
trivial Lawrence polytopes are nonsimplicial.) An important tool in attacking 
this difficult question has been the flag vector, a combinatorial invariant finer 
than the /-vector. 

A chain of faces 0 C F\ C Fi • • • C Fs C P of a d-polytope P is called an 
S-flag ofPifS = {dimF,: 1 ^ j ^ s}. Given S C { 0 , 1 , . . . , d - 1}, we write 
fs(P) for the number of S-flags of P. The flag vector of P is then the 2^-tuple 
(fs(P))sc{o,\,...,d-i}- The flag vector of any ranked poset is defined analogously. 
See [2] and [3] for details on flag vectors. We have the following generalizations 
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 

THEOREM 3.4. The flag vector of 3C(^0 is a function of L(9{). 

THEOREM 3.5. The flag vector of the Lawrence polytope is a function of L(9f ). 

The region 3C +(^4) is not unique in having the special relationship with the 
arrangement 9i Indeed we have the following 

PROPOSITION 3.6. The arrangement 9{\ has 2n regions combinatorially equiv
alent to 3C+C?4). 

The combinatorially equivalent regions are those obtained by choosing T Ç 
[n] and reversing those inequalities of A(B) • x ^ 0 indexed by T and by 
T + n:={j + n:jeT}. 

We close this section with a formula for the/-vector of a generic Lawrence <P 
of dimension d with 2n vertices. The polytope fP has as its polar cone the region 
^C+(-?4(B))> where B defines a set of hyperplanes in general position through 
the origin. A formula for the /-vector of a general position through the origin. 
A formula for the/-vector of a general position central hyperplane arrangement 
is well-known (see, for example, [10]). Using Theorem 3.2, it enables us to 
derive a formula for the /-vector of the generic Lawrence polytope T. Given 
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r: = d + 1 — n and 0 ^ k ^ d ~ 1, we obtain 

n m+r-k-2 / o . , - x 

ro=l i=0 v y 

+ X ( * S 2 r - 3 ) x ( t o d d ) ( 1 ± I ) . 

(Here x(ô) : = 1 if the statement g is true, and x(Q): — 0 if Q is false.) 

4. On the combinatorics of Lawrence oriented matroids. In this section 
we prove the results of Section 3 in the more general setting of oriented matroids. 
Of the many equivalent axiomatizations of oriented matroids we find Mandel's 
[14] most useful for the purposes of this paper. For other definitions consult [5], 
[8], [21]. 

A signed vector on a finite set E is a vector indexed by E with components 
from the set {—,0,+}. We use the notation Xa — {e G E:Xe = a}9 where 
a G {—,0,+}, for the sign sets of a signed vector X. The support of X is the 
union X = X+ U I ~ . The signed vector with all components 0 is written 0, and 
—X denotes the componentwise negation of a signed vector X. 

The product X • Y of signed vectors X and Y is given by (X • Y)e = Xe 

if Xe ^ 0, and (X • Y)e = Ye otherwise. An element e e E separates X and 
Y if Xe — —Y€ ^ 0. If no element of E separates them, then X and Y are 
conformai. For two conformai signed vectors the product is commutative and is 
often written as union. 

Definition 4.1. An oriented matroid is a pair M = (£, %), where E is a finite 
set and 3C is a set of signed vectors on E satisfying 

(1) 0G3C; 
(2) ifX € X then -X e X', 
(3) if X, Y G 3C then X • Y G 3C; and 
(4) if X, F G 3C and e G £ separates X and F, then there exists Z G 3C such 

that Ze = 0 and for every/ G £ that does not separate X and 7, Z/ = (X • Y)f = 
(Y-X)f. 

In oriented matroid theory, the set 3C is known as the signed cocircuit span 
of M. The zero sets X° of the signed vectors X G Ĉ of an oriented matroid M 
are the closed flats of the matroid M underlying M. We write PM for the rank 
function of the matroid M. 

The signed cocircuit span % of an oriented matroid M has a natural partial 
order: X Ç Y if and only if X+ C Y+ and X" C 7" . With this order X is a 
ranked poset whose rank function r^ is given by r^(X) = PM(£) — PM(E\X) 
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for all elements X G ^C. (In general we will use the letter r for poset ranks and 
p for matroid ranks.) The poset Ĉ is generated by its elements of rank 1; these 
are called cocircuits, and their set is denoted 0L. A signed vector X G 3C is 
the product (union) of all cocircuits Y such that Y C X. 

Minors of oriented matroids are defined as follows. Fix a subset ICE. The 
restriction of a signed vector X to / is the signed vector X\I on / defined by 
(X\I)e : = Xe for all e G / . The set of restrictions {X\I : X G 3C(M)} is the 
cocircuit span of an oriented matroid M|/, called the restriction of M to / . 
The underlying matroid of M\j, is, of course, the ordinary matroid restriction 
(M)|/, whose closed sets are the intersections of closed sets of M_ with / . The 
set {X G ^C(M) : X_Pi/ = 0} is the cocircuit span of another oriented matroid 
M/ / , called the contraction of M by / . The underlying matroid of M /I is the 
ordinary matroid contraction (M)//, whose closed sets are {F\I : F is a closed 
set of M and / C F}. 

Next we describe Lawrence's A-construction of an oriented matroid on 
a 2«-element set from an oriented matroid on n elements. Let M be an 
oriented matroid on a set E — {e\1e2J... ,£«}• Introduce n new elements 
E* = {e*7e2,...,e*}. For any subset A Ç £ write A* = {e* : e G A}; for 
ACE* write A* = {e : e* G A}. For Y a cocircuit of M and A Ç £ , let 
YA be the signed vector on £ U £* with (F^)+ - (Y+\A) U (F~ HA)* and 
(YAy .= (Y~\A) U (7+flA)*. For e G £ we write D(e) for the signed vector 
with D(e)e = £>(*?),* = + and £>(*>)/ = 0 for/ 0 {e, <>*}. 

The following theorem is due to Lawrence (unpublished); a proof can be 
found in [4]. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be an oriented matroid with set of cocircuits O x . There 
exists an oriented matroid A(M) with cocircuits 0_L(A(M)) = A U # , where 
A : = {D(é?), -£>(e) : {<?} w ratf a cocircuit ofM}, and <B = {FA : F G 0 1 (M) 
and AC Y}. 

The oriented matroid A(M) is called the Lawrence oriented matroid associated 
with M. Its rank is |£| greater than the rank of M. The cocircuit span ^C(A(M)) 
of A(Af) is the closure of Ox(A(M)) under successive conformai union. The 
subset of all positive signed vectors in 9£(A(M)) is denoted 9d+(A(M)) and 
is called the positive cocircuit span of A(M). It follows from the definition of 
A(M) that each element of EUE* is contained in a positive cocircuit. Therefore 
A(Af) is acyclic, and ^C+(A(M)) (ordered by inclusion) is a poset with a unique 
maximal element, namely the signed vector which is positive on all of E UE*. 
In general, Mandel [14] proved that the positive cocircuit span of any oriented 
matroid is the face lattice of a PL-sphere; when the oriented matroid is A(M) 
we call the sphere the Lawrence sphere associated to M. 

The archetype of a rank r oriented matroid on E — [n] is the column space 
Im(B) of a matrix B G M(n x r,R). More precisely, we write sgn(v) for the 
vector of signs of the components of a real vector v, and we define the oriented 
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matroid M (B) associated with B by its cocircuit span 

3C(B):= {sgn(v) G { - , 0 , + } > G Im(B)}, 

and 3C+(B) : = flC(B) H {0, +}n. As is well known, the cocircuit span 3C(B) of 
Af (B) is canonically isomorphic to the face semilattice ^C(^) of the arrange
ment ^ defined by B as in Section 3. To see this observe that each face of 
9i consists of all vectors x in Rr whose images v = Bx have a given signed 
support. The underlying matroid Af(B) has as its closed flats the linear spans, 
and as its rank function the linear dimensions of row sets of B. Thus there is a 
natural order-reversing bijection between the matroid lattice L(fH) defined in 
Section 3 and the geometric lattice of closed flats in M(B). Finally, we remark 
that the Lawrence oriented matroid A(Af (B)) associated with the matroid Af (B) 
equals the oriented matroid Af (A(B)) of the Lawrence matrix A(B). The face 
lattice of the Lawrence polytope of B (as in Theorem 2.1) is the polar of the 
Lawrence sphere 3C+(A(Af(B))). In order to prove the results stated in Section 
3 it remains to generalize cover posets to oriented matroids. 

Definition 4.3. The cover poset Z1(M) of an oriented matroid M — (F, 3Q 
is the set of pairs (F,/) where F G 3C(M|/), together with the relation 

( F , / ) ^ ( G , / ) if and only if / D / , F + n / Ç G + , 

and F~nJCG~. 

THEOREM 4.2. For any oriented matroid M the map 

<f>. : (F, /) >-+ (F+ U Ie) U (F~ U Ie)* 

is an order-preserving isomorphism from U (M) to ^C+(A(Af)). Thus 11 (Af) is 
isomorphic to the face lattice of the Lawrence sphere associated with M. 

Proof We first show that </>(F,f) is an element of 3C+(A(Af)) for any F G 
3C(Af |/). We can write F = L^=lFj for some cocircuits Fj of Af |/ with F+ — 
Uj=lFf and F~ = U^i / 7 / . There are cocircuits G} of Af such that G/D7 = Fj 
and Gj Pi/ = Fj. By Theorem 4.1, the signed sets Dj defined by Dj: — 
Gj U {Gjf,Dy : = 0 are cocircuits of A(Af ). Clearly, Dj H (I U /*) = Fj U 
(Fp*. This implies 

<l>(F1I) = (F+UIc)U(F-UIcy = [uf= 1Dy]U[UG / t{e,^}], 

where each Dj is a positive cocircuit of A(Af), and {e,e*} is either a positive 
cocircuit or the union of two positive cocircuits of A(Af ) for each e G Ie. Thus 
<t>(F,I) G 3C+(A(Af)). It is easy to check that </> is order-preserving. 

We now construct an inverse for (j>. Given any C G ^C+(A(Af)), we write 
S : = CHE and T : = C D E*, and we define a signed vector F on F by 
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F+ : = S\F*,F~ : = T*\S. We will show that F is in the cocircuit span of M|7 

where / : = (S nT*)c. Consider a decomposition C — U ^ C / of C into positive 
cocircuits Cj of A(M), and partition each cocircuit Cj = Sj U 7) as before. 

Suppose first that 5 Pi F* = 0. By Theorem 4.1, the signed vectors Fy with 
Fj = S),F~ = (7))*, are cocircuits of M. Since the F7 are conformai, F + : = 
Uj=lSj = S,F~:= LÇL^T))* = F* defines an element of 3C(M), which equals 
ac(M|7). 

Now suppose S fl I* / I . Then the signed vectors D7 defined by Dy
+ = 

(S/\r*) U (Tj\S*),Dj~ = 0 are positive cocircuits of A(M|7). Applying the 
argument above to D = U ^ D / = C\[(S nF*)U(S*HI)] (with (Df l£ )n (DH 
£*)+ = 0) shows that the signed vector F given by F+ = D H£, F _ = (D HE*)* 
is in aC(M|7). 

It is easy to check that the map from 3C+(A(M)) to ^ ( M ) defined by C »—> 
(F,/) is the inverse of (/>, and thus \p is a lattice isomorphism from ^C+(A(M)) 
to W(M). 

The next result is on the /-vector of the Lawrence oriented matroid. Because 
our motivation is from the geometric case, we will assign to each element of 
^C+(A(M)) and to each element of each %,{M\i) a dimension, which is one less 
than its rank in the appropriate poset. Thus//(A) (respectively, fi(M\j)) stands 
for the number of rank / +1 elements of 3C+(A(M)) (respectively, 3C(M|/)), and 
the /-vector of A(Af) is defined as/(A) = (/0(A),/i(A),... ,/„+r(A)). 

Las Vergnas [13] generalized Zaslavsky's Theorem to oriented matroids. 

THEOREM 4.3. (Las Vergnas [13]) The f-vector of ^C(M) is a function of M. 

THEOREM 4.4. For any oriented matroid M, the f-vector of A(M) is a function 
ofM. 

Proof. It suffices to show that for each ICE each rank level set of %{M\t) 
is mapped by <j> into a single rank level set of 3C+(A(M)). That implies that each 
/ (A) is the sum of a finite number of terms of the form/(M|/). Theorem 4.3 
says that/(M |/) depends only on M|/ = M|/, which depends only on M (and 

/ ) . 
Fix ICE. Write r7(F) for the rank of F in the poset 3C(M|7). Let CF = 

(F+ U Ie) U (F~ U Ie f and write rA(CF) for the rank of CF in the poset 
3C+(A(M)). Let DF = F+ U (F">* and write rAj7(DF) for the rank of DF in the 
poset 3C+(A(M)|7U7*), which is the same as 3C+(A(M|7)). Matroid rank functions 
are denoted by p(pM for M,pM|7 for M\l7pA for A(M), and pA|7 for A(M|7)); 
without an argument p stands for the rank of an entire matroid. Note that for 
SÇ/U/* ,p A (S ) = pA|/(S). We show that rA(CF) is a function of n(F). 

As observed earlier the poset rank functions can be written in terms of the 
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matroid rank functions. For F G "K(M|/), 

rA(CF) = pA-pA(EUE*\CF) 

= pA-pA(IUI*\DF) 

= pA - pA(I UP) + pA(I UI*) - pA(lUP\DF) 

= pA- pA{EUE*\C%) + pA{I - pAlI(Iur\DF) 

= rA(C$) + rA\I{DF). 

The rank rA(C$) is the length of a maximal chain of elements in 3C+(A(M)) 
ending in C$; similarly for rA\j(DF). We compute these using Theorem 4.1. The 
signed set Cq> is the union of positive cocircuits of A(M) of two types: singleton 
cocircuits {e} and {e*}, for {e} a cocircuit of M,e G F , and doubletons 
{e,e*}, for {e} not a cocircuit of M,e G / c . A maximal chain ending in 
C$ can be formed from unions of these cocircuits, each union containing one 
more cocircuit than the previous. Letting kt(M) denote the number of singleton 
cocircuits of M in Ie, we get 

rA(CQ) = 2kj(M) + \IC\ -kj(M) = kI(M)+\E\ - |/|. 

Now DF contains no pairs of the form {e, e*}. By Theorem 4.1 it contains only 
positive cocircuits of the form YA, for Y a cocircuit of M\j and A = Y~ Ç. I. 
So DF is the top of a length j chain of elements of 3C+(A(M|/)) if and only if 
F is the top of a length j chain of elements of 3C(M|/). So rA^(DF) = r/(F). 
Thus 

(*) rA(CF) = £/(M) + |£| - |/| + r7(F). 

So for fixed / , all pairs (F,/) with F of given rank in 3C(M |/) are mapped to 
elements of 3C+(A(M)) of the same rank. 

The definition of flag vector of a polytope generalizes naturally to the flag 
vector of the cocircuit span or positive cocircuit span of an oriented matroid. 
We write/^(A) for the components of the flag vector of 3C+(A(M)). 

THEOREM 4.5. For any oriented matroid M, the flag vector of the Lawrence 
sphere ^C+(A(M)) is a function of the underlying matroid M_. 

Proof. Let S = {su £2,.. . , st} with the Sj in increasing order. By Theorem 
4.2 and (*) in the proof of Theorem 4.4,/5(A) is the number of chains (F\, I\) < 
(F2,/2) <•"< (Ft, It) with n : = r7.(Fy) = Sj - kt.{M) - \E\ + |/,-|. 

We can choose the first pair in the chain by choosing arbitrarily a subset 
h Ç E, a. closed flat Xi Ç 1\ of rank pIx — r\ in the matroid M_|/,, and an 
element Fi of the cocircuit span of M\jx with support I\\X\. Given I\ and Xi, 
the allowable F\ correspond naturally to the maximal elements of the cocircuit 
span of the oriented matroid M\I{/X\. These are the elements of H^(M\iJX\) of 
rank p\ := p(M\iJX\), and their number/^(XCAfl/j/Xi)) is a function of M. 
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Suppose an initial pair (Fi,7i) has been chosen as above. If (F2lI2) > (F\,I\) 
then h Ç Ix and F\ n (/2\X0 = F\ n / 2 Ç F2

+ and Ff n (72\Xi) = Ff n / 2 C 
F2'. So the zero set X2 Ç /2 of F2 is contained in the zero set X\ of F\. 
Thus we can choose the pair (F2,/2) by choosing arbitrarily a subset 72 Ç 
7i, a closed flat Z2 Ç 72 HXi of rank p/2 — r2 of the matroid M|/2, and an 
element F2 of the cocircuit span of M |/2 with support 72\X2 and satisfying 
^1" H72 Ç F2 and Ff Pl72 Ç F^. Given 72 and X2 as above, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the allowable F2 and elements G of 3C(Af l^n^) with 
support (72 nXi)\X2. The correspondence is given by F2 1—• F2|(72 DX\)9 with 
inverse G »-> (fi\I2) • G', where G' G 3C(Af |/2) and G = G'|(72 nXx) (here 
the product (Fi|72) • G' does not depend on the choice of G' because Fi|72 is 
nonzero on 72\Xi). These G correspond naturally to the maximal elements of 
the cocircuit span of the oriented matroid M |/2nXi/X2. These are the elements of 
X(M\hcxJXi) of rank p2 : = p(Af |/2nï l/X2); their number/P2(3C(M|i2^JX2)) 
is a function of M. Subsequent elements of the S -flag can be chosen in the same 
way. 

Write 5 (M) for the set of closed flats of the matroid M. We conclude that 
the number of S -chains in 3C+(A(M)) equals 

fsw = J2 E fpwwh/xo) 
IiQE X,€5(MJ/,) 

Pil(Xi)=pi{-r] 

X E E /p2<»C(W|/2nï,/^2)) 
hQh x2eS(M_\,2) 

x2ci2nxl 
Pi2(X2)=pi2~r2 

E E /̂ (Mi/,™,-,/̂ ))-
//Ç/r-l X,<=5(M|/,) 

x,citnx,-i 
Pit(X,)-pit-rt 

Every term depends only on the matroid M, and hence the flag vector of 
3C+(A(M)) depends only on the matroid M. 

The proof of Theorem 4.5 gives information about the flag vector (fs(M))sc[r] 
of the oriented matroid M itself. Here/5(M) denotes the number of S -chains in 
the poset 3C(M). Corollary 4.6 is a generalization of Las Vergnas's generaliza
tion [13] of Zaslavsky's theorem. 

COROLLARY 4.6. For any oriented matroid M, the flag vector of M is a function 
of the underlying matroid M. 

Proof The S -chains F\ C F2 C • • • C Ft in the cocircuit span ^C(M) of M 
correspond to chains in the cover lattice 11 (M) of the form (Fi,F) -< (F2,E) 
< < (Ft,E) with rE(Fj) = Sj - kE(M) - \E\ + \E\ = sj. Thus a formula for 
fs(M) is obtained from the formula for /5(A) by taking the summands where all 
7/ are chosen to be E. 
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In order to derive the final result of this section we need one more oriented 
matroid construction. Given an oriented matroid M on a set E and a subset 
A Ç F, the oriented matroid Mj obtained by reorientation of A is defined as 
follows. The cocircuit span of Mj consists of the signed vectors of the form 
Fj defined by F± : = (F+\A) U (F~ HA) and F= : = (F~\A) U (F+ nA) , where 
F G 3C(M). Clearly, Mj = M. 

PROPOSITION 4.7. For a«j oriented matroid on a set E, the cocircuit span of 
the Lawrence oriented matroid has 2l£l intervals isomorphic to the face lattice 
of the Lawrence sphere. 

Proof For any A Ç F, the oriented matroid obtained by reorienting A(M) on 
ADA* equals the Lawrence oriented matroid A(Mj). The maximal element of the 
positive cocircuit span of A(M | j ) is of the form F^j^, where F is the (maximal) 
element of 3C(A(M)) with F+ - F UF*\(A UA*) and F~ = A UA*. Therefore 
3C+(A(Mj)) is isomorphic to the interval [0,F] of 3C(A(M)). By Theorem 4.2, 
3C+(A(Mj)) is isomorphic to *Zi(Mj), which is clearly isomorphic to 11 (M). So 
the interval [0,F] is isomorphic to the poset 3C+(A(M)), the face lattice of the 
Lawrence sphere. 

More generally, if F is any maximal element of 3C(A(M)) and t is the number 
of elements e of E such that e and e* have the same sign in F, then 3C(A(M)) 
has 2' intervals isomorphic to [0,F]. 

In the representable case the intervals [0, F] correspond to maximal regions 
of the hyperplane arrangement 9{A, thus implying Proposition 3.6. 

5. On the topology of Lawrence polytopes. In this section we study 
the topological space of all polytopes combinatorially equivalent to a given 
Lawrence polytope. As the main result (Theorem 5.4) it is proved that this 
space is homotopy equivalent to the realization space of the underlying oriented 
matroid. Using the recent solutions of N. White, B. Jaggi, P. Mani-Levitska and 
B. Sturmfels [11], [22] to the isotopy problem for oriented matroids, we then 
construct a 19-polytope without the isotopy property. As a byproduct we obtain 
a new asymptotic bound on the number of combinatorially distinct polytopes 
with few vertices. 

A convex d-polytope P satisfies the isotopy property if for any d-polytope Q 
combinatorially equivalent to P either g or a mirror image of Q can be connected 
to F by a continuous path of polytopes of the same type. This definition agrees 
for the usual topology induced from Rd'\vertP\ and the Hausdorff topology on 
convex polytopes. Moreover, the definition of isotopy property for polytopes 
stays the same if we replace "combinatorially equivalent" by "combinatorially 
equivalent as labelled polytopes". To see this, suppose that P admits an even 
affine symmetry, say IT. Then the labelled polytopes P and ir(P) are connected 
because SO(d, R) is a connected group. 

The following classical result was obtained by E. Steinitz in the 1920's. 
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THEOREM 5.1. (Steinitz [18]) Every 3-polytope satisfies the isotopy property. 

In this section we prove that Steinitz' isotopy theorem fails in higher dimen
sions. 

THEOREM 5.2. There exists a \9-dimensional Lawrence poly tope T with 34 
vertices that does not satisfy the isotopy property. 

As before, we write ^C(B) for the cocircuit span of the oriented matroid 
associated with B G M(n x r, R). Its positive cocircuit span is denoted ^C+(B). 
We define the realization space of the oriented matroid M (B) by 

[B] :={CeM(nx r, R)|3C(B) = 3C(C)}. 

Furthermore we consider the space 

[B]+:= {C G Af(/i x r ,R) |^ + (B) = 3C+(C)}. 

The latter space equals the set of matrices C such that pos(B) and pos(C) 
have isomorphic labelled face lattices. Clearly, [B] Ç [B]+. Both spaces are 
topologized as subsets of R™. 

Until recently it was a prominent open question, known as the isotopy problem 
for oriented matroids, whether for every matrix B the realization space [B] has 
precisely two connected components. This problem has been first solved by Neil 
White. 

THEOREM 5.3. (N. White, [22]) There exists a matrix V G M (42 x 3, R) such 
that [V] has four connected components. 

White's result has very recently been improved by Jaggi and Mani-Levitska 
who gave a smaller uniform counterexample. 

THEOREM 5.3'. (B. Jaggi & P. Mani-Levitska [11]) There exists a matrix 
W G M(17 x 3,R) such that the oriented matroid M(W) is uniform and [W] 
has four connected components. 

Using these results, we shall prove the following general fact from which 
Theorem 5.2 can be derived easily. 

THEOREM 5.4. Let B be any matrix in M(n x r, R) and let A(B) G M (In x 
(n + r), R) be the Lawrence matrix associated with B. Then the spaces [B] and 
[A(B)]+ are homotopy equivalent. 

Derivation of Theorem 5.2 from Theorem 5.4. Theorem 5.3' and Theorem 
5.4 imply the existence of a Lawrence matrix A(W) G M(34 x 20, R) such 
that [A(W)]+ has four connected components. Let <P be the 19-dimensional 
Lawrence polytope associated with A(W). We assume that & satisfies the isotopy 
property, and from this we derive a contradiction to the fact that [A(W)]+ has 
four connected components. 
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Let X, Y G [A(W)]+, that is, the labelled face lattices of the cones pos(X), 
pos(Y) C R20 are isomorphic to the labelled face lattice of <£. There exists a 
rotation T G 50(20, R) and a half space 7/+ C R20 such that pos(X), pos(Y') C 
H+, where Y': = Y • T. The connectedness of the rotation group 5(9(20,R) 
implies that Y and Y' lie in the same connected component of [A(W)]+. Choose 
an affine hyperplane H parallel to the boundary of H+ such that Q, : = H D 
pos(X) and Q' \ — H Dpos(Y/) are 19-polytopes combinatorially equivalent to 
fP. 

Identifying H with R19, the hypothesis implies that either Q and Q/ or Q 
and a mirror image of Q/ can be connected by a path of polytopes in H of 
the same type. This path lifts in the obvious manner to a path in [A(W)]+, and 
hence either X and Y' or X and a mirror image of Y' lie in the same connected 
component. This implies that [A(W)]+ has only two connected components, and 
Theorem 5.2 follows by contradiction. 

In order to prove Theorem 5.4 we need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let B G M(n x r, R), and let A(B) G M(2n x (n + r), R) be the 

Lawrence matrix associated with B. Then [A(B)] = [A(B)]+. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the face semilattice % (A(B)) is uniquely 
determined by the face lattice 3C+(A(B)) of the specific region polar to pos(B). 
By Theorem 4.2 and the proof of Corollary 4.6, the face semilattice 3C (B) is 
a subposet of the Lawrence sphere 3C+(A(B)). On the other hand, 3C(A(B)) 
is uniquely determined by ^C(B), using Theorem 4.1. This implies that every 
matrix C G [A(B)]+ must also be in [A(B)]. 

Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 5.4 and hence Theorem 
5.2. 

Proof of Theorem 5.4. By Lemma 5.5, it suffices to show that the spaces 
[B] and [A(B)] are homotopy equivalent. By Theorem 2.1, every matrix X in 
[A(B)] is projectively equivalent to some A(C) where C G [B]. More precisely, 
we consider the continuous map 

^ : [A(B)] — [A(B)] 

X i - ^ A I O - D " 1 -X-T 

defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1. In defining i/j it could be assumed that the 
(r + n) x (r + «)-matrix T has positive determinant. Recall that D_ 1 is a positive 
definite In x 2«-diagonal matrix, and that both T and D_ 1 depend continuously 
on X. This shows that the map ty is homotopic to the identity map on [A(B)]. 

Since V(A(Q) = A(C) for all C G [B], it follows that the map 

[B] —[A(B)],C—A(C) 

is a homotopy equivalence. 
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Clearly, the above homotopy equivalence [B] —+ [A(B)]+ is a polynomial map 
with integer coefficients. This implies the following 

COROLLARY 5.6. Let K be any ordered subfield of the real numbers. Then 
[B] contains K-rational points if and only if [A(B)]+ contains K-rational points. 
Hence the algorithmic Steinitz problem for K is equivalent to the realizability 
problem for oriented matroids over K. 

We complete this section with a remark on the number of combinatorial types 
of polytopes with few vertices. By Lemma 5.5, the number of combinatorial 
types of (n+r — l)-dimensional Lawrence polytopes with In vertices is bounded 
below by the number of real realizable rank r oriented matroids on n points. 
This implies the following lower bound on the number of all convex polytopes 
with few vertices, both in the labelled and the unlabelled case. 

COROLLARY 5.7. For fixed (3 > 0 and d ^ /?, the number c(d + f3,d) of 
combinatorially distinct labelled d-polytopes with d + (3 vertices is bounded 
below by the number t([^-\, L~T^J) of labelled rank [_̂ 2 J rea^ oriented ma
troids on L-f- J points. 

The lower bounds given by Goodman & Pollack [9] for the function t(n, r) 
imply a lower bound for c(d + 0,d), which is asymptotically equal to Alon's 
upper bound for c(d + f3,d) [1]. 
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